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Introduction

1.

Melbourne's central city is vitally important to the prosperity and liveability of all
Victorians, as well as the State's economic future.

2.

Since 2011, Melbourne has been ranked number one in the world in the Economist
Liveability Index and has gained a reputation as a progressive, creative and resilient
city on the world stage.

3.

In order for Melbourne to remain globally competitive over the next decades, the City
of Melbourne must be able to meet the population's demands in a way that maintains
and strengthens the Central City's renowned liveability.

4.

Fundamental to the Central City's attraction and continued growth is the City of
Melbourne (the City) and State Government's sustained investment in making
Melbourne a "place for people". Efficient transport networks, and effective use of land
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in and near the Central City, are key features of the Central City's liveability which
require this sustained investment.
5.

The City therefore highly values collaboration with the Victorian Government to
address the infrastructure and growth challenges for Melbourne so as to further
develop Melbourne as a "place for people".

6.

However, the City does not consider that the Project, as currently proposed, aligns
with or supports this vision.

7.

The City therefore submits that the IAC should make the following recommendations
and findings:
a.

The EES is fundamentally flawed. It has failed in one of its key requirements,
namely: its obligation to properly investigate and to document relevant
alternatives for the Project.

b.

Further, it has failed to demonstrate that the Project, in its current form, would
result in a net community benefit.

c.

By reason of the above, the IAC should recommend that the Project should not
proceed in its current form.

8.

The City is not saying that this Project should be abandoned for all time.

9.

What it is saying is that a better job needs to be done in the assessment.

10.

It submits that the Project needs to be assessed with an open mind and with rigour.

11.

It is not the role of the IAC to prepare the EES or to do the job of the WDA.

12.

It is the role of the IAC to consider whether the EES provides an adequate
assessment.

13.

One thing that this hearing has demonstrated is the potential for superior outcomes
associated with the alternatives. It may be that Option 5 is the preferable outcome –
but without assessment, one cannot know.

14.

The position of the City is that the IAC should recommend that the Minister direct the
preparation of a supplementary EES to properly investigate and document the relevant
alternatives for the Project.
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15.

In particular, the supplementary EES should properly investigate and document the
environmental impacts of the alternatives with respect to:
a.

the ‘City connections’;

b.

the Maribyrnong River and Moonee Ponds Creek crossing;

c.

the proposed cross section of Footscray Road both vertically and horizontally;

d.

impacts on the waterways and adjoining riparian and open space areas;

e.

impacts on the Urban Renewal Areas; and

f.

the veloway, and other active transport links,

in a way that factors in transport that is not isolated to cars and trucks.

16.

These submissions are intended to summarise the case for the City. They are not an
exhaustive recitation of all relevant matters, and as such should be read, and
understood, in conjunction with the City’s initial submission to the IAC,1 and the
entirety of the expert evidence and other material produced at this hearing.

17.

As has been previously stated, the City accepts that what has been proposed includes
some good ideas, and some beneficial components. But the value of those beneficial
components has been significantly diluted, if not entirely overwhelmed, by the many
obvious flaws of the Project in its current form.

A Little History or “Beware of Toll Road Companies Bearing Gifts”

18.

On March 2015, a private company, Transurban, approached the current State
government with a proposal for a new road project, known as the Western Distributor
(now re-badged the West Gate Tunnel Project), which was to be funded by new tolls
and an extension to the existing CityLink toll regime.

19.

At that stage, Transurban’s concession to operate and toll the CityLink Freeway was
due to expire in 2035. It is now proposed that the concession be extended to 2045 if

1

City of Melbourne, Submission endorsed by the City of Melbourne Future Planning Committee on 4
July 2017, submitted to the IAC on 7 July 2017.
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the Project goes ahead. The extent of the private financial benefit to Transurban of this
Project proceeding has not been publicly disclosed. It is safe to infer, however, that it
will be substantial.
20.

Transurban exists to operate toll roads, and to make money by doing so. It currently
operates 13 toll roads in Australia, and two toll roads in the United States.

21.

The City supports private enterprise, and is not opposed to the use of public private
partnerships to deliver worthy infrastructure for the public benefit per se. However,
until Transurban put forward its proposal for this new road project, the Project was not
part of, or referred to, or even proposed to be considered in, any State Government
planning policy, strategic study, or transport vision (and, quite obviously, could not be
included in the non-existent Victorian Transport Plan under the TIA).

22.

The history and genesis of this Project goes some way to explaining its major flaws.

23.

Not surprisingly, given where it arose from, it was, and remains as merely a traffic
solution, and not a transport solution.

24.

The adage: “When you are a hammer, everything looks like a nail” is apposite.

25.

The Project is directed, almost exclusively, to addressing perceived issues associated
with the movement on roads of motor vehicles and trucks. As such it can only ever be,
even when taken at its highest, an incomplete and partial solution to the problems it
claims to address.

26.

The active transport (and open space) elements of the Project are relatively minor, and
presented as afterthoughts.

Like the “Big Green Veloway”, in total they give the

distinct impression of something attached awkwardly (and perhaps even reluctantly)
onto the Project at a later stage of its ‘design’ to use up space and gaps left between
the road infrastructure. They are a set of steak knives; which are being offered to
sweeten the deal, and (leaving aside the Veloway) do not appear to be something that
only the Project can deliver.
27.

Public transport has been ignored completely.
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28.

Not only does this Project not contain one single element that could be said to
integrate with, compliment, or facilitate the provision of public transport (including roadbased public transport), it will in fact result in a reduction of the number of people who
use public transport to travel in the future.

29.

The WDA argues that this narrow approach is acceptable because the Project “does
not preclude” the delivery of other Projects that may deliver improved public transport
outcomes. This flies in the face of what state policy calls for, and what the community
deserves.

30.

Policy does not call for single purpose, infrastructure projects that only service cars
and trucks. Policy calls for integrated, multi-modal transport solutions. This Project
fails this fundamental test.
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The Task of the IAC

31.

The task of the IAC is, in part, to identify whether the EES has done what it is required
to do by law, but, perhaps more importantly, to also assess whether it has done so
appropriately.

32.

The IAC needs to consider, and where relevant investigate, the magnitude, likelihood
and significance of adverse and beneficial environmental effects.2

33.

This means that the IAC is required to do more than simply accept the information
provided to it in the EES, or by the WDA, or by submitters. Where the material is
lacking, the IAC is entitled (if not required) to try and obtain the information it needs to
properly undertake its task.

34.

The IAC’s assessment needs to be both independent and transparent.

35.

In order for this to occur, the IAC is entitled to have access to, and to be able to
adequately assess, all the material that is reasonably necessary to carry out a
vigorous, independent review of the EES.

36.

The assessment also needs to done in a procedurally fair way. The City, and others in
the community, should be also entitled to be able to receive, assess and test all
relevant material.

37.

What is relevant is, of course, determined by what the law says an EES must contain.
It is not determined by what the Proponent thinks it should contain, far less by what it
wants to provide.

38.

2

Appendix A sets out in detail what is required in an EES.

Terms of Reference, paragraph 13(d). The broad meaning of environmental effects is addressed
later in this submission.
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The Failure to Assess the Alternatives

Major transport decisions can shape cities for future generations so it is vital that governments
and communities have the best evidence before making decisions.

39.
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The City submits that the IAC should find that the EES has failed to do what the
Guidelines and the Scoping Requirements require; namely, to properly assess relevant
alternatives (and possible modifications) and to provide the necessary information to
assess why those alternatives have been dismissed in favour of the project design.

40.

Rather, the EES proceeds on the basis that the Project is essentially resolved in all
material respects, and that the job of the EES is to justify and endorse the chosen
option, and propose means by which the impacts of the chosen alternative might be
mitigated.

41.

Significantly, there does not appear to be one single aspect of the Project that the EES
has recommended be changed, or altered, in any meaningful way.

42.

This can be compared to what apparently occurred before the EES was prepared4.

43.

Even where the Project is demonstrated by the EES to be unable to meet its own
objectives or targets, the EES response is invariably to simply ignore those targets.

44.

Perhaps, no better example of this can be offered than with regard to the targets for
intersection performance. In this regard, the many instances of the Project failing to
meet the identified objectives has simply resulted in the issuing by some unknown
“government” figure of what Mr Kirikiadis described as an “exemption”.

45.

It would appear that this approach is deliberate, and that it reflects a conscious choice
on the part of the WDA, which, in turn, appears to be based on a fundamental
misconception about the role of an EES.

46.

3

That misconception is apparent from the tone of the WDA’s Part A submissions.

Business Case at page 5
See [26]-[32] of the Part A submission, which describes in detail the changes made to the Project
design that occurred prior to the assessment in the EES.
4
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47.

The IAC will note that at [91] the WDA asserts that the “benefit of a clear definition of
the Project by reference to a Project Design … is that the precise environmental effects
of the Project are able to be investigated, documented and assessed”. This is all well
and good, but what of the alternatives?

48.

Other than to identify that the Guidelines draw a distinction between alternatives to a
project, and alternatives for a project,5 the Part A submissions are otherwise silent as
to the obligations of the EES with regard to the alternatives for the Project.

49.

Instead, the submissions refer only to the reference to “modifications” in the Terms of
Reference. Further, the WDA then asserts that:
a.

the scope of the Inquiry does not invite …”consideration of alternative solutions to
meet the Project objectives”;6

b.

any modifications to the design of the Project either investigated or recommended
by the IAC are “tightly constrained”7

c.

only “modifications” to the Project can be considered, “as opposed to wholesale
changes”8;

d.

any “modifications” must be “feasible” or able to offer “demonstrably overall
superior outcomes”; and

e.
50.

this needs to be established “by evidence rather than conjecture of speculation”.9

There is much wrong with these submissions, including the following:
a.

First, while the submissions, quite properly, refer to the parts of the Terms of
Reference that concern “modifications” to the Project, they ignore what the
Minister’s Order, the Scoping Requirements and the Guidelines say about the
need for the EES to assess alternatives. They also ignore section 4.4 of the

5

Part A submission at [90]
Part A submission at [89(b)]
7
Part A submission at [94]
8
Part A submission at [94(a)]
9
Part A submission at [94] – [95]. It is assumed that the WDA is using the terms “evidence” here
loosely, since it has produced no evidence that the Project, or any part of it is “feasible”. Rather, it has
simply asserted in the EES that it is.
6

9

Scoping Requirements which specifically concerns the way the EES should deal
with “relevant alternatives”.
b.

Second, to the extent that the submissions suggest that the Terms of Reference
either exclude, or overrule, or take precedence over, what is required by the
Scoping Requirements or the Guidelines, this is clearly wrong. The Terms of
Reference require, inter alia, to "review and consider" the EES, Technical
appendices and all public submissions. The terms of this review must necessarily
include reviewing whether or not the ESS satisfies the Scoping Requirements, as
well as the Guidelines.

c.

Thirdly, they wrongly suggest that the onus to demonstrate and document the
“feasibility” or desirability of alternatives (or modifications) lies on others, when in
fact it is the duty of the EES itself to investigate these issues.

51.

It is not surprising that the EES has been required to discharge this duty. It is simply
not possible for the community, or any part of it, to adequately undertake this task. The
community does not have the resources or capacity to do so. Nor does the City. It
would be fundamentally unfair to expect that the EES process should be, in effect, a
contest between the WDA, with all the resources of the State behind it, and the rest of
the community.

City Connections - The Alternatives to Option 4

52.

At page 3-33 of the Main Report Volume 1, it is asserted that:

Four options were considered for the Project’s city connections (shown in the
figure below)10:

i. Option 1 - No connection to the city, with connection only to/from CityLink;
ii. Option 2 - One connection at Footscray Road;

10

Noting that the EES does not include any such ‘Figure below’.
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iii. Option 3 - Two connections at each of Footscray Road and Dynon Road;
and
iv. Option 4 - Three connections, with two as per option 3 and an extension of
Wurundjeri Way with connection to Dynon Road.
53.

The current form of the Project is “Option 4” in this list.

54.

It is now clear that there is also a fifth alternative that should also have been assessed
and documented, being the Option 5 as identified by Mr Hunt.

55.

Option 5 is, in short, Option 4 without the connection to Dynon Road. Mr Hunt and Mr
Kiriakidis now agree that Option 5 should also be assessed by the IAC as an
alternative for the Project.

56.

It can be noted that:
a.

the EES proceeds on the basis that these options all represent alternatives for
the project, and that all options should be (and allegedly were) assessed;

b.

there has been no evidence, or other material, presented to the IAC to suggest
otherwise; and

c.

the WDA also appears to now concede that these are relevant alternatives that
need to be assessed. Certainly, it has not put the contrary proposition to any
witness, it has examined and cross-examined witnesses about the relative merits
of these alternatives, and it has introduced some material (albeit through the
device of the Project Note rather than as evidence) that concerns the relative
merits of these alternatives.

57.

Mr Kiriakidis’ evidence did not address these options in any satisfactory way. His peer
review did not extend to a peer review of the assessment of these options, or any
review of the “assessment” referred to in the EES (or the source material that
apparently underpins that “assessment”).

58.

His evidence did not explain, or address the Project Notes that concern these options,
or the contents of those Project Notes. Indeed, Project Note 60 was not even in
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existence at the time he gave his evidence, and so he could not be cross-examined as
to its contents.
59.

The IAC should conclude that the EES has failed to properly analyse these relevant
alternatives.

60.

Further, it should also find that this fundamental defect has not been remedied by
anything that has occurred in this hearing, or by the limited, unsupported, and selective
material presented through the device of the Project Notes.

Have these Alternatives to the proposed city connections been properly analysed in
the EES?

61.

Assuming that the IAC accepts the agreed position that the above are, in fact, ‘relevant
alternatives’, the next question it must consider is whether they have been subject to
the sort of ‘detailed assessment’ that the Guidelines call for.

62.

The EES asserts that the ‘assessment of each option is summarised in Table 3-5’ and
that ‘the assessment identified the following...’. [emphasis added]

63.

In other words, what is in the EES is not the assessment, and does not even purport to
be.

64.

It is, at best, no more than a summary of an assessment; and a summary that does
not identify (far less disclose) any of the material that was relied upon as the basis for
the assertions that are then set out in this summary.

65.

Those assertions include the following:

Option 1 would not meet the project objectives in relation to traffic
performance. Providing no city access to/from the West Gate Tunnel Project
would not reduce reliance on the West Gate Bridge and poor levels of
service would continue for traffic using the M1 corridor to access areas
north and west of the central city11. [emphasis added]
11

EES Main Report Volume 1, at 3-33
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66.

There is nothing in the EES that demonstrates that Option 1:
a.

would not meet project objectives in relation to traffic performance, or which
objectives would not be met, or how those objectives would not be met;

b.

would not reduce reliance on the West Gate Bridge;

c.

would result in poor levels of service continuing for traffic using the M1 corridor to
access areas north and west of the central city; or

d.

which identifies what levels of service would be experienced for traffic using the
M1 corridor to access areas north and west of the central city.

67.

These are not conclusions that are either self-evident, or which can be made without
detailed examination of the material that supports those assertions.

68.

Further, they are, in some respects, simply incredible. For example, the assertion
that a modified form of the project without the city connection ‘would not reduce
reliance on the West Gate Bridge’ is manifestly absurd, since this could only
conceivably occur if no traffic of any kind were to ever use the Project.

69.

Remarkably, Option 5 (described at page 3-33 as the ‘potential alternative of
providing a Wurundjeri Way extension together with a Footscray Road connection
between the project and the surrounding network, but not with a Dynon Road
connection’) was not even ‘assessed’ in the EES.

70.

The justification for this is said (somewhat ironically) to be because ‘this would not
sufficiently distribute traffic to provide for acceptable levels of service on the
surrounding network. In particular, Footscray Road between CityLink and Dudley
Street is forecast to carry traffic volumes exceeding acceptable levels of service’. As
PN 43 now purports to reveal, this is also apparently true for Option 4.

71.

It now appears that what the EES says is not entirely true. Option 5 was, in fact,
modelled by VLC. Presumably, this was done for some purpose. But once again,
only selected parts of that modelling have now been reproduced in PN 60.
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72.

Mr Veitch admitted under cross-examination that his firm had undertaken modelling of
the four identified options. He admitted that Option 1, the ‘no connection to the city’
option had been modelled, and the results of that modelling provided to the WDA.

73.

He did not produce that modelling, nor refer to it in his evidence.

74.

The WDA have not produced it, other than a few, selected “post processed” parts of
it.

75.

Production of the full, modelled outputs would have allowed for them to be assessed,
and reviewed by the experts. It would have allowed the IAC to assess the degree to
which Option 1 does, or does not, reduce reliance on the West Gate Bridge, and
allow for the IAC to assess the veracity of the EES that it does not.

76.

The IAC should conclude that the above options for the city connections are
alternatives for the Project that the EES has failed to assess or document properly,
and further, that all options:
•

have the potential to meet project objectives;

•

are feasible;

•

provide the distinct opportunity for superior environmental outcomes; and

•

have the potential to deliver suitable social, environmental and economic
outcomes.
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POLICY AND STRATEGY MATTERS

Infrastructure Victorian and its 30 Year Strategy

77.

Infrastructure Victoria (IV) was established with the commencement on 1 October
2015 of the Infrastructure Victoria Act 2015 (IV Act).

78.

The Business Case for the Project is dated November 2015.

79.

The purpose of the Business Case is said to be to "inform a Government decision on
whether the Western Distributor has investment merit based on a broader
assessment of Melbourne's transport needs in the M1 corridor and exploring scope,
procurement and funding options" (at page 1).

80.

The Government decision to adopt the Project was then made in December 2015.

81.

Section 7 of the IV Act provides that:

"The object of Infrastructure Victoria is to provide independent and expert advice
about Victoria's current and future infrastructure needs and priorities to support
improved social, economic and environmental outcomes for the State".

82.

Section 22 of the IV Act provides that Infrastructure Victoria is not subject to the
direction or control of the Minister.

83.

According to Plan Melbourne (at page 17), IV was established to provide:

"… independent expert advice to government on infrastructure plans and
investment decisions, ensuing that projects are properly vetted and informed by
rigorous, evidence – based advice."

84.

There is no evidence that Infrastructure Victoria has ever carried out any independent
assessment of this Project, or even that it was asked to review this Project

85.

Indeed, it has been asserted by the WDA that Infrastructure Victoria "was instructed
not to include the Project in its 30 Year Strategy” by the state government. Assuming
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this is, in fact, the case the IAC can only speculate as to why the Government decided
not to ask IV to provide it with independent advice as to this significant infrastructure
project before it decided to proceed with it.
86.

In the absence of any evidence that Infrastructure Victoria has ever either been asked
to, or has provided, expert advice to the Government with regard to this Project it
simply cannot be said that the Project derives any strategic support of any kind from
the Infrastructure Victoria 30 year strategy.

87.

To the extent that Mr Kiriakidis claimed in his evidence that it does, his evidence must
be rejected.

88.

On the contrary, the fact that the advice of Infrastructure Victoria as to this Project was
not sought should be a matter of real concern.

89.

It is yet another example of what appears to be a strategy to avoid independent
scrutiny of the merits of the Project.

The Eddington Report

90.

The Project as whole cannot claim that it has strategic support from the Eddington
Report.

While some components are broadly consistent with some of the

recommendations from the Eddington Report, other parts are directly contrary to those
recommendations,

and

the

strategic

analysis

that

underpinned

those

recommendations.
91.

The Eddington report identified two possible routes that start in the western suburbs
and continue to the start of the Eastern Freeway at Hoddle Street.

Both routes

represent an alternative to the West Gate Bridge and would provide connections to
Footscray Road, Dynon Road, the port and CityLink.
92.

The connections to Footscray Road, to Dynon Road, the Port and CityLink in
Eddington’s concept was nothing like the current Project.

The connections to
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Footscray Road and Dynon Road were well west of the current Project and did not
include direct City connections.
93.

This is illustrated in the plan below12.

94.

The WDA is seeking to assert that the Eddington report supported additional car
access to the City. It is apparent that the WDA claim has no basis.

95.

At page 16 of the Eddington Report, it states:

…the Team's view is that - given current congestion problems in the central city providing additional car access to the CBD, should not be a priority for the
transport network; however, improving such access by public transport
should be a priority.

96.

What the Eddington report did support was additional cross-city connectivity.
through the City. And not with additional car access to the CBD.

12

Extracted page 219 Eddington Report.

Not
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97.

At page 122 of the Eddington report there is a discussion entitled ‘Reclaiming
suburban streets – traffic and the inner north.’ This provides a clear insight into the
rationale behind the Eddington concept of cross-City rather than through-city
connections.

SPPF

98.

Clause 18 of the SPPF relates specifically to transport (although interestingly it was
not analysed or reviewed by Mr Kiriakidis).

99.

Clause 18 states that "planning should ensure an integrated and sustainable transport
system that provides access to social and economic opportunities, facilitates economic
prosperity, contributes to environmental sustainability, coordinates reliable movements
of people and goods, and is safe."

100. One of the objectives in clause 18 is "to create a safe and sustainable transport
system by integrating land-use and transport"13.
101. One of the strategies to achieve this objective is to plan urban development to make
jobs and services more accessible by connecting activity centres, job rich areas and
outer suburban areas through the Principal Public Transport Network. [emphasis
added]
102. Public transport, rather than roads (which should only be selectively expanded and
upgraded14) is the focus of moving people from outer suburban areas. The SPPF
specifically makes this point in relation to people accessing the "significant
employment and servicing role of Health and Education Precincts" where improved
public transport access is a particular focus15 (in contrast to the WDA's argument that
shift work in the health precinct in North Melbourne justifies private car commuter
traffic).

13

Clause 18.01-1
Clause 18.02-4.
15
Clause 11.06.
14
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103. To achieve this reliance on public transport, a further strategy requires the
incorporation of public transport and cycling infrastructure in all major new State and
local government road projects16.
104. While it is acknowledged that the Project does incorporate some new cycling
infrastructure, it completely fails to incorporate any public transport initiatives, even
though it is a major new State road project.

For example, no provision (or even

discussion of the issue in the EES) has been made for transit lanes for buses17.
105. The best the WDA does in relation to public transport is to point out that public
transport initiatives are not "precluded" by the Project.
106. It is also policy that transport routes be located to achieve the greatest overall benefit
to the community and with regard to making the best use of existing social, cultural
and economic infrastructure, minimising impacts on the environment and optimising
accessibility, safety, emergency access, service and amenity18. The Project does not
minimise impacts on the environment or optimise amenity.
107. With respect to the city connections, the impacts on the environment are not
minimised, and amenity is not optimised.

LPPF

108. The LPPF identifies the municipality of the City of Melbourne as the hub of the state,
regional and metropolitan road, rail, bus, and tram networks. Effective and efficient
mobility is essential for the liveability, creativity, prosperity, innovation and
environmental sustainability of the metropolitan region and the municipality.

The

private car is reaching its limits as an effective mode of mass transit for commuting and
reliance on rail, tram and bus is increasing for this task.19

16

Clause 18.01-2.
Clause 18.02-4.
18
Clause 18.01-2.
19
Clause 21.02-8.
17
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109. It is the Council's priority that "the City is maximising the use of sustainable modes of
transport, in particular public transport, and supporting improved cycling and walking
connections. Private motor vehicles will continue to be an important part of the mix of
modes available but their use will become increasingly complementary to the other
transport modes."20
110. The MSS sets out a number of strategies, including that:
a.

public transport is the most economic and efficient mode for mass travel to and
from the City and should be encouraged as the primary mode of access to the
Central City 24 hours a day21;

b.

while private motor vehicles will continue to be part of the mix of modes available
for city users, their use will be developed to be more complementary with other
modes to minimise adverse impacts on other transport modes and more
compatible with good quality higher density inner city living and working;22 and
commuter car parking is discouraged in the Central City23.

c.
111.

One of the objectives of the MSS is to reduce the negative economic, social and
environmental impacts of traffic and parking, particularly on residential areas and
parklands. A number of strategies are put forward to achieve this objective:
a.

support traffic calming and parking management measures to improve the
safety and amenity of the City; and

b.

minimise the impact of traffic through Residential and Mixed Use zones and
local neighbourhoods particularly commuter traffic and heavy vehicle traffic.24

112.

The Project's direct connection to the central city is not supported by these directions
set out in the MSS.

20

Clause 21.03.
Clauses 21.09 and 21.09-4.
22
Clause 21.09 and 21.09-5.
23
Clause 21.09-5.
24
Clause 21.09-5.
21

20

Transport Strategy 2012

113. The Transport Strategy 2012 was adopted by Council in May 2012 and updates
Council's 2006 strategy, "Moving People and Freight".
114. The Transport Strategy 2012, notes that, since the 1990s, the municipality has moved
into a mode shift transition.

Rates of driving in central Melbourne have generally

levelled off since 2003.
115. Between 1990 and 2007 the share of all weekday trips into the municipality made by
car declined from 65 per cent to 45 per cent in a context of very strong residential and
worker population growth in the same period (whereas travel by public transport,
cycling and walking have all increased).
116. The City's vision is for this trend to continue and this is reflected in the 2030 target for
public transport, cycling and walking set out at page 16:
a.

By 2020 - 90 per cent of all commuter trips to the CBD will be by public transport,
cycling or walking (the 2006 journey to work census figure was 72 per cent).

b.

By 2030:
i.

80 per cent of all trips to the City of Melbourne will be by public transport,
cycling or walking (the latest Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and
Activity (VISTA) 2009 figure is 50.9 per cent).

ii.

Bicycle use will increase by 400 per cent from 4 per cent to 12 per cent of
all trips.

iii.

95 per cent of all trips within the municipality will be by public transport
cycling and walking (the latest VISTA 2009 figure is 84 per cent).

117.

One of the key objectives of the Transport Strategy is therefore to "support public
transport, walking and cycling as the dominant modes of transport in inner
Melbourne."25

25

Page 6.
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118.

Of key importance to the assessment of the current Project is the following passage
at page 32:

The impact of decades of investment in private car transport on urban form is
evident in metropolitan Melbourne. Urban sprawl has been exaggerated by the
creation of a road network that allows people who own cars to travel vast
distances in relatively short times.

The limitations of this network and this

behaviour are becoming more and more obvious, and costly. It is now widely
understood that continuing to invest in infrastructure dedicated to daily long
distance car travel may threaten Melbourne’s long term competitiveness and
liveability.

119.

The IAC has the ability to ensure that the same mistakes are not made in respect of
the Project so that commuter car travel into the central city is not further embedded
or encouraged.

120.

The Transport Strategy 2012 also includes, at page 28, specific commentary as to
how urban renewal areas (which include E-Gate) should be developed in an
integrated manner with transport.

121.

It notes:
a.

that urban renewal land provides a "significant competitive advantage for
Melbourne and Victoria" and that "through urban renewal it can be activated into
new high-density, mixed use developments as attractive places to live, and
productive places for businesses and high value jobs";

b.

that the urban renewal strategy will be "integrated with, and enabled by the
provision of high quality access and mobility infrastructure and services"; and

c.

"the mobility needs of these high density areas would be primarily served by the
space efficient modes of walking, cycling and public transport".
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122.

Building massive, elevated freeways above grade through E-Gate flies in the face of
these objectives.

123.

In addition, the Project is either directly contrary to (or at best does nothing to
support) the clear objective in the Transport Strategy 2012 to significantly increase
the proportion of trips into the city by public transport in 2030.

124.

This Project would in fact increase the number of private cars that make these trips
above the "no-project" base case levels.

125. The Project also directly contradicts the following clear (and clearly worthy) strategic
objective at page 29:

Driving is predicted to continue to decline as a proportion of weekday trips, as
improved public transport increases its share. It is anticipated that driving will
also decline in absolute terms, as the tram and bus networks to and through
the municipality are provided optimum road priority and pedestrian access.
Driving into and within the municipality will become a complementary mode,
catering for those more specialist trips that cannot be achieved by public
transport, walking or cycling.

126.

This policy is repeated on pages 32 and 33 of the Transport Strategy, which also
further expands on the complementary role to be played by the private car:

Transport by private car cannot accommodate the current demand for peak
travel, and will not be able to support the city's growth. It is imperative that cars
are accommodated on our streets, but are managed in a way that enables the
city to continue to grow as a liveable and vibrant place.
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Assessment Against Strategic Policy

127.

The WDA claims that the Project has strong strategic support. The IAC should reject
this submission.

128.

What is correct is that there are some components of the Project that can claim to
have strategic policy support, or to be having been supported by previous, strategic
investigations into the transport needs of Melbourne.

129.

For example, the City accepts that there is material which provides support for
projects that result in:
a. improvements to the transport capacity of the M1 corridor;
b. the provision of an alternative crossing of the Maribyrnong River;
c. improved access for freight to and from the Port;
d. the removal of trucks and heavy vehicles from lower order streets, and increasing
the use of freeways by such vehicles; and
e. improved cross-city connections between freeways.

130.

Equally, however, it is apparent that there is either very limited, or no, strategic
support for other aspects of the Project, including the proposed the city connection.

131.

There is no relevant strategic policy that supports or encourages the creation of an
additional, direct freeway connection to the CBD.

132.

Nor is there any policy that supports or encourages facilitating an increase in the
number of private car trips into the CBD.

133.

There is no support for road projects that are not integrated, in the sense of being
planned to facilitate only one particular mode of transport.

134.

Building new roads that can only be used for cars, and paying no regard to the
potential for using that new infrastructure to also facilitate improvements in roadbased public transport is directly contrary to:
•

the directions and intent of the objectives of the TIA; and
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•

135.

Clause 18 of the SPPF.

Section 5.8 of Mr Kiriakidis’ evidence sets out his Strategic Alignment Review with the
TIA.

136.

His evidence is that the project does not:
a. Improve transport affordability;
b. Engage and collaborate in planning and delivery;
c. Support other to take action on transport challenges;
d. Create a positive legacy;
e. Provide value for money infrastructure and services;
f.

Make transport activity more resource-efficient and reduce its environmental
impacts;

g. Use environmentally sustainable transport more;
h. Make

transport

infrastructure

more

resource-

efficient

and

reduce

its

environmental impacts;
i.

Make transport resilience to climatic extremes;

j.

Maximise the efficient use of resources;

k. Facilitate integrated and seamless travel.
137.

The City accepts this assessment.

138.

The IAC needs to assess each component part of the Project, not just “the Project” as
a general concept.

139.

There is no basis to treat this as an “all or nothing” piece of infrastructure, and no
reason why the community should be forced to accept components that cannot be
strategically justified simply because other parts can be.

140.

The Project’s deficiencies are most obvious regarding the city connection.

141.

There is very little explanation in the EES as to why the Project needs this
component, only a few broad assertions that it does.
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142.

One premise seems to be that employment in the western suburbs of Melbourne has
not kept pace with residential growth, and there will be a growing demand for travel
from the west to job locations in the inner city and south-east Melbourne, particularly
along the M1 corridor.

143.

The city connections are then justified because they allegedly increase access to
employment areas in the city centre and inner north and provide the ability to divert
existing trips from the western suburbs to these areas away from the West Gate
Bridge.

144.

The conclusions however are based on a paradigm assuming that:
•

employment locations cannot or will not re-establish over time to locations of
population density in the west (as it did historically as Melbourne grew to the
south-east over its first 150 years);

•

additional trip demand should be met through establishment of greater road
network capacity, facilitating private vehicle travel and access.

145. This is the wrong paradigm.
146. It is the wrong response.
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The Planning Scheme Amendment

147.

Planning Scheme Amendment GC65 (‘the Amendment’) seeks to change the
planning schemes of Brimbank, Hobsons Bay, Maribyrnong, Melbourne, the Port of
Melbourne and Wyndham.

148.

In summary the Amendment seeks:
a. To amend schedule 52.03 – Specific sites and exclusions to incorporate a new
incorporated document for the Project;
b. To amend clause 61.01 to make the Minister for Planning the responsible
authority for the Project;
c. Introduce DDOs into the Hobson’s Bay and Maribyrnong Scheme in relation to
the structural integrity of the Project;
d. Amend clause 66.04 in relation to referral and notice provisions.

149.

The effect of the Amendment is to embed the Project in the schemes so that it will not
require planning permission for its individual components.

150.

The process for bringing about the Amendment is not the same as applying for a
planning permit.

This is changing the law in terms of creating a subordinate

instrument in the form of a planning scheme to remove regulation of the land affected
by the Project from municipal oversight.
151.

This is not the first time that a planning mechanism like this has been used. But it is
submitted that before using such a mechanism, it is crucial that the policy reasons
that underlie the use of such a planning control are justified.

152.

In principle, embedding a specific project in the Scheme is no different to including a
specific planning policy. Policies are not included in Schemes without clear strategic
support, and evidence that they would promote planning outcomes that achieve a net
community benefit.

153.

The impacts of this Project are multi-generational and city shaping. Its effects will be
felt for generations. The bar needs to be set at the highest possible level.
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154.

The Government’s announcement of the Project and the timeframes that have
followed have been absurdly short. They are designed to create the impression of
urgency. But calm contemplation of the long and complex EES, including meaningful
community consultation, are what is required here.

155.

What is necessary is not that the Project be done quickly, but that it be done properly.

156.

A small delay to ensure the preparation and consideration of a comprehensive EES
which allows for an informed decision, is the only appropriate approach.
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DOES THE EES DEMONSTRATE THAT THE PROJECT MEETS THE EVALUATION
OBJECTIVE

The Evaluation Objectives

157. Part 4.8 of the Scoping Requirements provide that the evaluation objectives “identify
desired outcomes in the context of potential project effects” and that they “provide a
framework to guide an integrated assessment of environmental effects of the Project,
in accordance with the Guidelines".
158. The evaluation objectives provide the basis for evaluating the “overall implications of
the project in the context of key aspects of legislation and strategy policy, as well as
the principles and objectives of ecologically sustainable development and environment
protection, including net community benefit”.
159. What flows from the above is the following:
a.

The evaluation objectives are to be considered individually, but also collectively in
an integrated way.

b.

No one objective is any more, or less important than another; and

c.

What is necessary is an evaluation of the “overall implications” for the project (and
its component parts).

160.

The EES does not adopt this approach. Rather, it places an inordinate emphasis on
one single objective – namely the objective that relates to “Transport capacity,
connectivity and traffic management”.

161.

The EES proceeds on the basis that:
a. meeting this objective is the real, or predominate, purpose of the Project; and
b. the other evaluation objectives need to be applied on the basis that the Project is
going ahead, and that they are relevant only to assessing how the impacts might
be mitigated.

162.

This is the wrong approach.
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163.

The Scoping Requirements cannot be read on the basis that it must be presumed
that the Project is ‘going ahead’ or on the basis that the Project (or any part of it) will
necessarily achieve an overall net community benefit.

164.

What is necessary is to identify not just whether the project or any component of it
meets the objective but also:
a. The degree to which it meets the objective; and
b. Whether the objective is met in the best possible way, which is measured by what
strategic policy identifies as the preferred method of meeting those objectives.

165.

The failure to apply objectives in an integrated way is most apparent with regard to
the city connections. With respect to this project component, the assessment has
proceeded on the basis that:
a. The merits of alternatives are to be assessed solely by reference to the
"Transport" objective; and
b. The Built environment objective (and other related objectives) is merely a
means of damage control.

166.

A proper analysis of this Project should have revealed that, for some of the
components of the Project, like the city connection, the failure to meet some
evaluation objectives is so great as to require rejection of those components.

Does the Project Meet the Transport Objective?

167.

The Scoping Requirements identify the Evaluation Objective for transport as follows:

Transport capacity, connectivity and traffic management – To increase
transport capacity and improve connectivity to and from the west of Melbourne
and, in particular, to increase freight movement via the freeway network instead
of local and arterial roads, while adequately managing effects of the works on the
existing broader and local transport networks, including road, public transport,
cycling and pedestrian transport networks.
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168.

While the Project improves road capacity and therefore increases traffic capacity, it
does nothing to improve the capacity of public transport. Thus, it cannot be said that
the project performs well against this objective.

169.

This is especially so having regard to the objectives of the TIA which call for
integrated projects that are sustainable. This is neither integrated, nor sustainable.

170.

The appropriateness of the response must be measured by how well the response
accords with strategic planning policy. In other words; is it the right response to the
identified problem, not just is it a “a response”?

171.

In reviewing the various strategic documents and plans, one thing must always be
kept in mind. That is that, as Mr Kiriakidis was at great pains to point out in his
evidence: “Transport” is not just about “traffic” but rather is a term that encompasses
all modes of transport.

172.

It follows that, where a strategic planning document or study refers to “transport” it
ought not be interpreted as being solely concerned with merely “traffic”.

173.

Rather, issues that require “transport” solutions require an assessment to be made of
the best means of achieving that solution. There are few such problems which can
be said to be best addressed by a single mode solution.

174.

It is also necessary to understand what is meant by “the M1 corridor”. That term is
defined in the Business Case (at page 9). The area of land identified as falling within
the M1 corridor is depicted in Figure 1. As can be seen, it is goes far beyond merely
the road way. Further, it is clear that it includes, inter alia, “key public transport
routes”.

175.

Accordingly, any strategic objective to improve transport capacity on the M1 corridor
cannot be read as being restricted to the road ways in that corridor, or so as to
exclude as an option the improvement of public transport capacity, either instead of
(or in additional to) increasing road capacity.
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Does the Project meet the Built Environment Objectives?”

176.

The Scoping Requirements identify the evaluation objective for built environment as
follows:

"To protect and enhance the function and character of the evolving urban
environment including built form and public realm within the immediate and
broader context of the project works".

177.

Several things should be observed from this objective:
a.

the objective refers to the ‘evolving urban environment’. This recognises that
the objective must be applied with a view to the future, and how the urban
environment of a particular area will evolve, and not simply as it is today; and

b.
178.

built form is only one aspect of this “evolving urban character”.

The City says that the Project fails miserably when measured against this objective,
especially with respect to the city connections and the effect of these connections on
the built environment.

179.

This failure is most apparent with regard to the impacts on E-Gate.

180.

E-Gate is an “evolving urban environment”. The evolution is yet to commence in
earnest, but the vision and intent is clear. It is an area of significant potential and
great importance to the future of the Melbourne metropolis.

181.

The evidence as to the impact of the city connections as currently proposed on the
built environment is essentially all one way.

182.

The evidence of Professor London, Mr Proctor and Mr Schutt is detailed,
independent and compelling. The evaluated structure will have a severe, adverse
impact on the built environment of E-Gate and the "evolving urban environment".

183.

The impact cannot be mitigated other than in a cosmetic sense.
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184.

The impacts occur at many levels.

The impacts are not just visual, but include

adverse amenity implications, constraints on development, severed connections and
lost opportunities.
185.

The consequences on the evolving built environment are so severe that they should
only be accepted as appropriate in the face of a detailed and compelling case that
they are necessary to achieve significant transport benefits, and/or that there are no
practical alternatives to what has been proposed.

186.

That case has not been made out. On the contrary, it is clear that there are many
options that have not been properly explored with respect to how the Project
connects to the central city, assuming it even needs to.

187.

The transport benefits of the proposed city connections are not manifest, rather, they
are poorly identified and articulated in the EES, and they are, at their highest, merely
matters of degree.
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OTHER MATTERS

Urban Design, landscape and waterways

188.

The promotional material for the Project places considerable emphasis upon a series
of images designed to seek to illustrate urban design attributes of the Project. But in
truth, these images seek to sell embellishments – or in the terms used during this
case, to sell the lipstick.

189.

But the City’s particular interest is as it relates to the waterway crossings, the
elevated road structures and most importantly, the fundamental urban design
implications of the Project in a broad sense.

190.

In other words, the impact of the Project on the sense of place, and the lived
experience of the places it impacts on.

191.

The City has prepared a series of images to illustrate the key areas of concern in
relation to these fundamental urban design matters26.

192.

The WDA’s promotional material is one thing, but the reality of elevated road
structures is another.

In this respect, the IAC will not doubt draw on its own

observations of such structures in the locality and in other locations.
193.

During the cross examination of Mr Wood and Mr Mr Lim, it became apparent that:
a. They had no role in the alignment selection;
b. When they were engaged, the alignment was fixed;
c. They had no role in determining whether waterway crossings were over or under
structures;
d. They were never asked to consider the ‘Options’ at page 3-33 of the Volume 1 of
the Main Report;
e. They were asked to embellish what was given to them as best they could.

194.

26

As Mr Wood said, he was in effect asked:

Document 33.
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“To put lipstick on the pig.”

195.

Mr Wood and Mr Lim were asked about the powerpoint presentation that they made.

196.

In particular, they were asked why their presentation effectively stopped at the City
connections.

197.

The IAC will recall the aerial image of the interchange and the absence of ground
level imagery further to the east.

198.

Mr Wood fairly explained the reason for that. That is, he wasn’t asked to look at that
area other than to describe the pillars.

199.

He was also very frank about his lack of enthusiasm for the elevated city connections.

200.

The IAC will be provided with a portfolio of screen shots of the Project as it will
present in and around:
a. The city connections;
b. E-Gate;
c. Footscray Road;
d. Railway Place;
e. Wurundjeri Way.

201.

The City also requested WDA to provide certain videos in an around these areas.
The videos haven’t yet arrived.

202.

The weight of expert evidence in this case all points in the same direction – the
negative urban design impacts of the Project are severe.

203.

The images and (if they are ever provided) the videos support this evidence.

204.

It is obvious that urban design implications did not materially inform the reference
design nor the subsequent Project.

205.

Had urban design implications been properly integrated into the development of this
Project, it is difficult to conceive that the current Option 4 would have been chosen.
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The treatment of Urban Renewal Areas

206.

The approach adopted in the EES has effectively been to ignore the impact of the
Project on future Urban Renewal Areas.

207.

The following submissions focus upon E-Gate, but are applicable to other Urban
Renewal Areas potentially impacted by the Project.

208.

The EES states27:

Impacts on the future function and character of the built form and public realm in
strategic development areas including E-Gate would be mitigated through
recommended EPRs as well as future strategic planning within the precincts.

209.

Elsewhere the EES claims28:

Due to the lack of detailed planning proposals for the precinct, it is not possible to
provide a detailed commentary regarding the impact on future development
potential.

210.

The WDA seems to have changed its tune in this hearing. Far from suggesting that
impacts on the future development potential of E-Gate are unable to be determined, it
is now suggested that it is clear that the impacts will be essentially benign, or at least
easy to address.

211.

There is no excuse for the EES to have failed to consider the impact on the future
development potential of E-Gate. This is a critical issue. It may have been difficult to
do, but that does not mean it can be ignored.

212.

Several policy documents underline the strategic significance of E-Gate and the way
in which it will fit into the urban structure of the central City.

213.

27
28

An example of this is shown on page 28 of the Open Space Strategy of the City.

Technical Report K – Land Use, viii.
Technical Report K, 129.
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214.

This plan illustrates:
a. Continued improvement to the riparian zone of the Moonee Ponds Creek on the
western bank.
b. Provision of a new Capital City open space in the E-Gate site, in proximity to
Moonee Ponds Creek. This is primarily for future Capital City purposes and may
include facilities for festivals and events.
c. Provision for new Municipal open space in E-Gate, in proximity to Moonee Ponds
Creek and the proposed new Capital City open space. This is to provide both
unstructured and organised sport and recreational use along with informal use.
d. The existing share trail link to North Melbourne/Kensington along Moonee Ponds
Creek.

215.

The rail corridor to the north will need to be taken into account in the design response
to E-Gate. It is true that this represents an existing development constraint that will
need to be responded to in the design of E-Gate. But this does not justify introducing
even more significant constraints.
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216.

Plan Melbourne describes the purpose of the Major Urban Renewal Area (including
E-Gate) as29:

To take advantage of underutilised land close to jobs, services and public
transport infrastructure, to provide new housing, jobs and services.

Major urban renewal precincts will play an important role in accommodating future
housing and employment growth and making better use of existing infrastructure.

217.

At page 39:

Urban renewal precincts should be developed as mixed-use neighbourhoods that
offer a range and choice of housing as well as other services. They should offer
high levels of amenity and connectivity and integrate into surrounding
neighbourhoods.

218.

There are various policies and plans illustrating connections between E-Gate and
North and West Melbourne. In this respect, the IAC is referred to document 32 –
Linkages between Docklands and North Melbourne.

219.

As Professor London and Mr Procter observed, E-Gate is central to the concept of
connecting the Central City to Arden-Macaulay, Docklands and Dynon.

220.

The proposed city connections will cause irreparable harm to the urban form and
experience of E-Gate. The cost outweighs any minor traffic benefit that may flow
from adopting Option 4 over the other credible alternatives that might be considered.

29

Plan Melbourne, 15.
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The Area of E-Gate

221.

WDA has sought to claim as a virtue of the Project that it will only impact on a small
percentage of E-Gate. In doing so, it seeks to persuade the IAC that the borders of
E-Gate are fixed, and that the Project barely impacts on this tightly defined area.

222.

In support of this claim, WDA produced document 63 which included a series of
outdated plans showing E-Gate30.

223.

WDA also produced some current plans illustrating the State Government’s
demarcation of E-Gate. Most notably, slide 5 of document 63 showing an extract of
Plan Melbourne. This extract is drawn from page 26 of Plan Melbourne.

30

Including plans from an abandoned project by Major Projects in 2014 and the State Government’s
abandoned Plan Melbourne 2013.
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224.

Below is an enlargement of the image as it relates to E-Gate.

225.

Plan Melbourne clearly shows E-Gate meeting Dynon Road.

226.

Another recent Government document illustrating the same thing is Access
Docklands, A Strategy for the Docklands Transport Network, 2013.
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227.

It is also shown in the City of Melbourne Open Space Strategy as illustrated below
(see note on page 28 referring to page 12 for diagram key – the purple colour depicts
Urban Renewal Areas).

228.

Attempts to confine "E-Gate" to any specific, identified area are simply unhelpful. The
best urban design response for E-Gate will be to develop it in the best possible way
for the community, without reference to artificially constructed boundaries.

229.

The EES itself admits that ‘the exact boundary of the precinct has not been
determined31.’

230.

The WDA claim that ‘only 1.5 hectares’ of E-Gate will be lost as a result of the Project
is a fiction. An equal fiction is the assertion that the area of E-Gate is fixed at 20
hectares.

231.

The IAC should proceed on the basis that a significant portion of E-Gate will be lost,
and an even greater portion of E-Gate will be compromised by the Project.

31

Page 129, Technical report K, Land Use.
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Impacts on North and West Melbourne

232.

The Project in its current "Option 4" form will increase on the volume of car and truck
traffic that travel through North and West Melbourne. In assessing the impacts of
that additional traffic, the ability to "manage" that additional volume in a capacity
sense represents merely one type of environmental impact.

233.

However, it is by no means the only impact.

The noise, pollution and amenity

implications of this outcome also need to be considered.
234.

The City of Melbourne maintains that those impacts are significant.

235.

It is necessary to appreciate the true context of these increases.

236.

The WDA has, understandably, sought to confine the debate to the relative increase
on relevant roads, having regard to the comparison with the 2031 "No Project" base
case (see, for example Figure 160, Technical Report A).

237.

However, to appreciate the true impact of these Project increases, it is necessary to
appreciate that they are in addition to natural traffic growth on these roads.

238.

That increase is identified at (for example) Figure 100, page 160 of Technical Report
A – Volume 1.

239.

So, to use Dynon Road as an example, the true position is that:
•

in 2031, traffic on that section of Dynon Road is projected to increase in the
order of 9,000 per day; and

•

if the Project is approved with Option 4, there will be a further 9,000 vehicles
per day on that road.

240.

The same applies to all the other roads in North and West Melbourne. It is the
cumulative impact of these two figures that is the real measure of impact. The
approval of this Project with Option 4 will make a difficult task, even more difficult
(that is: the task of managing increased traffic within this area).
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241.

In Dynon Road, for example, pure mathematics suggests that the impact is twice
what would be the case without the Project.

242.

While those significant impacts might be able to be "managed" in purely traffic
engineering terms, the environmental impacts of that increase cannot be "managed"
to any material degree.

243.

Certainly, nothing in the EES proposes a mechanism to do so.

244.

The extent to which these issues have been assessed, or weighed in the balance in
the assessment of the Project is unclear.

245.

Further, the assessment of impact has been focused on peak impacts.

These

impacts are of course significant. However, the impact on non-peak hours is also
material.
246.

This is especially so when it is appreciated that the traffic volumes in the EES are
"post-processed" figures, and that they are the result of spreading an unknown
volume of additional traffic to non-peak times where road capacity is exceeded.

247.

Table 3-5 in Chapter 3 of the EES Main Report, Volume 1, purports to include an
"assessment of city connections". However, the assessment of Option 1 refers only
to "traffic performance" and is entirely blank with regard to "Amenity", "Environment"
and "Land".

248.

Consistent with the general approach in the EES of ignoring or overlooking anything
that might imply that the preferred approach is deficient in any way, the EES refuses
to recognise the benefits that flow from Option 1, in this regard. The benefits have
not been qualified, or assessed, in any real sense. Indeed, the better view is that
they have simply been ignored altogether.
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Noise – Agent of change

249.

The WDA is asking for permission to build a freeway that runs through Major Urban
Renewal Areas.

250.

It is also seeking an amendment to various planning schemes to allow land to a new
elevated freeway to be built.

251.

The WDA cross-examination of Mr Tardio seemed to ignore this obvious fact.

252.

The approach seems to be to assume that the freeway already exists, and that, as a
consequence, future development in E-Gate should be required to respond to the
noise pollution caused by the freeway.

253.

It went so far as to put to Mr Tardio that E-Gate was subject to the new clause 58
noise provisions because of E-Gate’s proximity to the freeway.

254.

The facts are:
a.

There is no freeway;

b.

There is no permission for a freeway;

c.

There is no planning control that allows a freeway;

d.

It is WDA that is seeking to drive a freeway through a Major Urban Renewal
Area that is set aside for Mixed Use including intensively developed
residential receptors.

255.

The Project is clearly the "Agent of Change" here.

256.

As such, the Project should be required to take the necessary steps to control its
noise pollution. This is likely to be a more effective, and more equitable way of
addressing a community problem.

257.

Requiring individual developers to defend themselves against this pollution is likely to
impose constraints on the capacity of E-Gate to reach its full potential, or to be
designed as a superior urban environment.
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THE STATE OF THE EVIDENCE

The Use of the Project Notes

258.

The Project Notes represent the Proponent’s choice as to how it would respond to
requests made by the IAC (and to a lesser extent other parties) for further
information.

259.

The Proponent was not directed to take this approach.

260.

It was the choice of the WDA.

261.

In this regard, it can be noted that the IAC’s Request for Further Information was
dated 18 July 2017 and that it was provided to the WDA on that day.

262.

Expert evidence was required to be circulated by 12 noon on 2 August 2017.

263.

It follows that the WDA could have addressed those requests, and provided the
additional information requested by the IAC by way of evidence given by suitably
qualified witnesses.

264.

That evidence could then have been tested; in a fair, transparent way by other
parties, and by the IAC.

265.

However, the IAC chose another path; the path of the “Project Note”.

266.

In some cases, the Project Notes have been employed in a sensible way, to provide
what is essentially factual or uncontroversial information to the IAC in an efficient
manner.

267.

In other cases, such as most of the Project Notes that concern traffic, they have been
misused.

268.

The precise identity of the authors of many of these Project Notes largely remains
unclear.

269.

In most cases the Project Notes are said to have been written by the WDA “with
assistance from” some other person or persons. The qualifications of the authors and
or contributors are not disclosed.
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270.

The authors have not accepted the obligations of expert witnesses.

271.

As such, the Project Notes can only be regarded as advocacy or submission, and not
evidence.

272.

Further, many of the notes have been submitted after the evidence of witnesses with
expertise in the fields they addressed have been heard by the IAC, or in
circumstances where those witnesses have been unable to properly consider the
contents of those documents.

273.

This has meant that other parties have been deprived of the opportunity to put the
contents of the Project Notes to witnesses for comment, and the IAC has been
deprived of the benefit of those answers (as well as the opportunity to ask its own
questions).

274.

For the above reasons, the IAC should decline to place any significant weight upon
the contents of Project Notes; and treat them as simply submissions.

275.

The IAC should refuse to place any weight on information within Project Notes where
that information is controversial, or is best categorised as opinion or expert advice.

276.

Alternatively, if the IAC is prepared to accept, and place weight on these Project
Notes, including those that are being used as de-facto expert witness statements,
then the City seeks to rely on its own such device, the Technical Note.

277.

These notes contain, amongst other things, responses to the material in the Project
Notes.

278.

They must be given at least equal weight by the IAC.

The Traffic Modelling

279.

The traffic modelling is fundamental to the EES.

280.

It represents the single most important body of information relevant to this Project.

281.

It forms the foundation upon which all traffic impacts of this Project have been
assessed.
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282.

It also forms the source information by which many other impacts (such as, for
example, town planning, greenhouse gas emissions, noise, air quality etc) have been
measured and assessed32.

283.

It follows that the IAC, and the community, needs to have a high degree of confidence
in the accuracy of the traffic modelling.

284.

Near enough is nowhere near good enough.

285.

Material (or even subtle) alterations to the modeled traffic figures can have significant
impacts on the assessment of impacts, for example the performance of various
intersections, assessment of travel time savings, etc.

286.

However, the IAC cannot be confident that the VLC Zenith model provides the best
information that could be made available with regard to likely future traffic volumes.

287.

Further, the degree of reliability of the VLC Zenith model cannot be reliably
ascertained.

288.

This is because of the following:
a. The model is a “black box”; owned by a single, private company (VLC) and not
used by anyone else in the world other than VLC. Nobody else has access to the
model, or can use it. This makes independent evidence regarding the reliability of
the model and its outputs a critical component of any assessment made of the
EES or its outputs.
b. Neither the IAC nor the parties have any real opportunity to carry out rigorous
independent peer review of the VLC model. It is neither practicable or reasonable
to expect this to have occurred.

Rather, the WDA ought to be expected to

produce the material, in the form of an independent peer review, to satisfy the IAC
that the Zenith model the best tool available. Further, it should have provided
outputs from an alternative model to allow a proper comparison to be made.

32

Mr Barlow for example advised that IAC that if the traffic modelling was not reliable, that he would
like the opportunity to reconsider his position.
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c. No independent evidence has been provided that the model is reliable, or that the
methods used in the model are likely to produce reliable future estimates of traffic
volumes. The only evidence that supports the model is from a partisan witness,
Mr. Veitch.
d. No independent, peer review of the model has yet been disclosed.
e. This is not because no independent peer review has been carried out. Rather, as
a review has been undertaken and the results of that review suppressed.
However, what is known is that the independent peer review was highly critical of
core aspects of the Zenith model’s architecture, and those aspects included the
use by it of the controversial “single distribution” methodology.
289.

As Mr Keys made clear in his evidence, it is also wrong to assume that because the
Zenith model is likely to overstate traffic volumes for vehicle kilometers travelled that
it is in some way conservative. In part, this is because it overstates the problem as
well as the effects of the solution.

290.

It is not conservative, it is just misleading and unreliable.

The Value of a Peer review

291.

It is submitted that a robust, independent peer review of the traffic modelling should
be regarded by the IAC as not just desirable; but as a necessary requirement of a
properly prepared EES.

292.

The Minister’s Order under section 3(1) of the EEA dated 23 December 2015
required, pursuant to section 3(3) of the EEA, that the procedures and requirements
under the Guidelines that are to apply to the EES for the works include:

(viii)

The proponent is to apply appropriate peer review where
necessary and quality management procedures to enable the
completion of EES studies to a satisfactory standard.
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293.

At page 21 of the Guidelines, under the heading of: Ensuring an EES is adequate
for exhibition; reference is made to the Minister’s direction.

294.

The Guidelines state33:

It may be prudent for a proponent to initiate expert peer reviews of EES
studies on technically or scientifically complex matters where there may be a
range of expert views.

295.

Traffic modelling is manifestly a “technically or scientifically complex matter”.
Further, as the IAC is now aware, there exists a range of expert views as to the
appropriate methodology to be adopted for traffic modeling, and whether the model
should employ the “single distribution” or the “loop though distribution” approach.

296.

As to the provision of peer reviews, the Guidelines state at page 21:

The final written advice of expert peer reviewers appointed by the
Department will be made available during the exhibition of the EES and
provided to any inquiry, if one is appointed.

If the Minister in light of submissions and further analysis, or advice from an
inquiry, considers that the documentation provided in the EES has been
significantly deficient in some respect, the Minister may ask the proponent to
provide supplementary documentation in order to enable a proper assessment of
a project. [emphasis added]

297.

The IAC should also be aware that the Department of Planning and Community (the
Department) presented before the Parliamentary Inquiry into the Environment
Effects Statement process on 3 May 2010 conducted by the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee.

33

Page 21.
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298.

The evidence of the Department in relation to peer reviews at that Inquiry included
the following34:

While the EES scope is established at the outset, in the case of complex effects
of potentially high significance there may be a need for staged investigations to
clarify and address the environmental risks involved. The preparation of a quality
environment effects statement is very much in the proponent’s hands and it
depends on them instituting effective quality assurance, including peer reviews.
However, the minister will sometimes direct that an independent expert peer
reviewer be appointed to provide advice on key studies.

299.

Significantly, the traffic impact assessment was subject to two, independent expert
reviews (one included in the EES authored by Mr Pelosi and one carried out after the
release of the EES by Mr Kiriakidis).

300.

The modelling, on the other hand, had none, and the only independent analysis of it
by Mr Allard has been suppressed by the WDA.

Mr Lim’s materials

301.

Mr Lim was questioned in relation to the materials that were in his possession in
relation to his engagement to respond to the reference design. The questioning
related to what, if any, project objectives were made available to Mr Lim at the time.

302.

He indicated that he had a series of documents and written requirements, proposals
for standards to be met in response to the reference design.

303.

The documents were called for.

304.

Mr Lim indicated that it he would provide the materials ‘within a day or so’.

305.

Mr Lim was contacted by the representatives of the City of Melbourne.

34

Evidence of Executive Director of Planning Policy and Reform – Department of Planning and
Community Development, 3 May 2010. Page 4 of transcript.
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306.

Mr Lim advised that he had a package of material ready to send by was awaiting
‘clearance’. It is unknown who he was awaiting ‘clearance’ from.

307.

The documents have not been provided.

308.

When this was raised before the IAC, the WDA response was that this is ‘not a
Supreme Court inquiry’ and that it would be ‘ridiculous’ for this information to be
provided.

309.

In the absence of an explanation, the IAC can safely proceed on the basis that had
Mr Lim produced the documents, that the documents would not have been helpful to
the case advanced by the IAC.

310.

The inference is that the documents would have illustrated that the ‘Project
objectives’ were written after the Reference Design had been completed and after the
alignment that Transurban wanted for the Project was fixed.

Visual assessment

311.

Only one visual assessor was called before the IAC. Mr Schutt.

312.

The City relies upon his evidence.

313.

No evidence in relation to visual assessment was put forward by the IAC.

314.

The visual assessment in the EES therefore remains untested and unsupported by
any expert witnesses, even a non-independent expert witness.

315.

Mr Schutt’s conclusions were well researched and well considered.

316.

It is submitted that there is no reason why the IAC should not accept Mr Schutt’s
expert evidence in its entirety.

317.

His evidence reveals significant flaws in the assessment of visual impact contained in
the EES.
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Noise

318.

It was very clear that Mr Stead’s opinions were dictated by his allegiance to VicRoads
policies. Time after time, the justification that he offered for his opinions were to the
effect of ‘that’s what the VicRoads policy says.’

319.

Not only that, it was clear that his opinions were dictated by things that he thought
were stated in VicRoads policies - but in fact are not. An example of this was Mr
Stead’s initial evidence that there was a ‘lowest habitable room measurement’
provision in document 80. The IAC will recall then when asked was asked to find it,
Mr Stead eventually admitted that he was mistaken.

320.

When pointed to Appendix F of document 90 where it states that VicRoads itself ‘all
levels of a multi-storey building are subject to attenuation under Australian Standards
and the Policy’ the best he could do to explain his contrary opinion was that this was
written in small text.

321.

Mr Stead obviously felt that he was not able to express opinions that did not align with
VicRoads policy.

322.

Fortunately, that IAC is not bound by that encumbrance. Further, it is clear that
neither Mr Munroe or Mr Tardio are not bound by that encumbrance.

323.

If WDA have its way, the noise consequences are obvious:
a.

More noise walls will be required along Railway Place;

b.

The Urban Renewal Areas, and particularly E-Gate will no longer be able to
accommodate:
i.

sensitive receptors along the extensive freeway frontage with openable
doors and windows facing towards the north;

ii.
c.

North facing open space areas for sensitive receptors;
Buildings facing the freeway will need to have fortress/defensive designs. The
WDA has put forward the design response of carparks built hard up to the
freeway. The concept of 7 storey carparking structures with fortress/defensive
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building responses above hardly sounds like an attractive urban design
proposition.
324.

It is also obvious that an elevated freeway is an entirely different proposition as
compared with the existing level of the rail facilities.

325.

There is nothing in the EES to suggest that any acoustic assessment of the various
options for the city connections was ever conducted. Accordingly, it can be safely
concluded that the "assessment" of the relative merits of these options did not extend
to a consideration of the relative acoustic impacts.

326.

Mr Stead’s evidence was that he did not assess the other options.

327.

It is submitted that the absence of such an assessment is a further illustration of the
deficiency of this EES.

328.

Another deficiency is the height for modelling that took place – that is, 1.5 metres
above ground level. As Mr Tardio explained, this is inadequate particularly when
considering the elevated nature of this freeway.

329.

In Mr Stead’s evidence, he claimed that35:

A Project Specific Noise Objective has been developed which is more stringent
than the VicRoads Noise Policy.

330.

However, he also conceded that his claim was of no benefit to any of the Urban
Renewal Areas or to any other new development. One can hardly describe that as a
benefit of the Project.

331.

As to noise mitigation for open space areas – Mr Stead agreed that in so far as open
space within the City of Melbourne is concerned, the Project proposes no actions to
mitigate, what he agreed was a significant environmental problem – that is, traffic
noise and its impact on the amenity of park and open space.

332.

He did agree though that if the IAC was looking for a standard to recommend, Mr
Munroe’s recommendation at his page 33 would be appropriate.

35

Expert Evidence of Matthew Stead, para 6.
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333.

The City relies upon the evidence of Mr Tardio and notes that his opinions largely
accord with those expressed in the report of Mr Munroe.

334.

There are various acoustic matters that were agreed in the expert conclave or are
contained in the report of Mr Munroe.

335.

The City notes that the WDA has not incorporated what was agreed at the conclave
at this point of the hearing in the EPRs. The City will continue to observe what is put
forward by the WDA as the hearing progresses.
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What findings and recommendations should the IAC make

336.

The City submits that the IAC should make the following recommendations and
findings:
•

The EES is fundamentally flawed. It has failed in one of its key requirements,
namely: its obligation to properly investigate and to document relevant
alternatives for the Project.

•

Further, it has failed to demonstrate that the Project, in its current form, would
result in a net community benefit.

•

By reason of the above, the IAC should recommend that the Project should
not proceed in its current form.

337.

The City is not saying that this Project should be abandoned for all time.

338.

What it is saying is that a better job needs to be done in the assessment.

339.

It submits that the Project needs to be assessed with an open mind and with rigour.

340.

It is not the role of the IAC to prepare the EES or to do the job of the WDA.

341.

It is the role of the IAC to consider whether the EES provides an adequate
assessment.

342.

One thing that this hearing has demonstrated is the potential for superior outcomes
associated with the alternatives. It may be that Option 5 is the preferable outcome –
but without assessment, one cannot know.

343.

The position of the City is that the IAC should recommend that the Minister direct the
preparation of a supplementary EES to properly investigate and document the
relevant alternatives for the Project.

344.

In particular, the supplementary EES should properly investigate and document the
environmental impacts of the alternatives with respect to:
a. the ‘City connections’;
b. the Maribyrnong River and Moonee Ponds Creek crossing;
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c. the proposed cross section of Footscray Road both vertically and horizontally;
d. impacts on the waterways and adjoining riparian and open space areas;
e. impacts on the Urban Renewal Areas; and
f.

the veloway, and other active transport links,

in a way that factors in transport that is not isolated to cars and trucks.

345.

As has been previously stated, the City accepts that what has been proposed
includes some good ideas, and some beneficial components. But the value of those
beneficial components has been significantly diluted, if not entirely overwhelmed, by
the many obvious flaws of the Project in its current form.

Conclusion

346. The WDA is asking Victoria to buy a pig in a poke. That is, it wants Victoria to accept
an offering or a deal that would be foolish to accept without properly examining it first.
347. In truth, this is not an EES; rather it's a sales brochure.
348. It is designed to sell the Project, and to create the illusion of independent, rigorous
analysis.
349. But the City, and many others in the community are not buying it; and the IAC
shouldn't either.

Nick Tweedie SC
Peter O’Farrell
Counsel for Melbourne City Council
Instructed by Ashurst Australia
September 2017
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Appendix A

WHAT MUST THE EES CONTAIN?

350.

The EE Act requires the environmental effects of certain works to be assessed
through the preparation and assessment of an environment effects statement.

351.

Section 5 of the EE Act provides that the Minister may also, at any time, call for a
supplementary statement containing any additional information that he or she
considers necessary for the making of his or her assessment.

352.

The general objective of the assessment process has been identified as being:

"to provide for the transparent, integrated and timely assessment of the
environmental effects of projects capable of having a significant effect on the
environment.36"

353.

[emphasis added]

Given that an environment effects statement must be advertised, is the subject of
public comment37, and is usually the subject of a public inquiry38, the concept of
transparency can be properly regarded as a key feature of the EE Act, the
development of the environment effects statement39 and the assessment process.

354.

The principle of transparency is central not just to the EE Act – it is also enshrined in
the TIA which is, of course, also centrally relevant to the Project.

355.

The TIA includes as a decision making principle the “principle of transparency” which
it defines as follows:

The principle of transparency means members of the public should have access to
reliable and relevant information in appropriate forms to facilitate a good

36

Guidelines.
EE Act, section 9(2).
EE Act, section 9(1).
39
Consultation in relation to the requirements for the scope is often also required.
37
38
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understanding of transport issues and the process by which decisions in relation to
the transport system are made.40

356.

This EES claims to have adopted the “principle of transparency”41, a claim that has
become increasingly difficult to justify as this hearing has progressed.

357.

The EES also repeatedly emphasises the need for, and importance of, transparency,
with respect the EES process. For example, it includes the following:
•

Volume 1 – Section 1.6.1 – page 1-9:
The Minister determined that an EES process "will provide a robust,
transparent and integrated framework through which the potential
environmental effects can be rigorously assessed" and "the effectiveness of
proposed measures to avoid, minimise, manage and offset environmental
effects and related risks can be evaluated".

•

Volume 1 – Section 1.6.3 – page 1-10:
The EES process is designed to be rigorous and transparent, with
opportunities provided for input from stakeholders and the wider community.

•

Volume 1 – Section 1.6.3 – page 1-13:
Environmental Management Framework – To provide a transparent
framework with clear accountabilities for managing environmental effects and
hazards associated with construction and operation phases of the project, in
order to achieve acceptable environmental outcomes

358.

But the reality is very different. As this hearing has revealed, the EES is far from
transparent in key respects.

359.

Transparency is acknowledged as having a practical, beneficial impact on the
assessment of infrastructure projects. Greater transparency does not just improve the
ability of the community to assess a major infrastructure project, or increase public
confidence in the process of assessment. It also tends to promote better outcomes,
as recognised by the Committee considering the East West Link42:

40
41
42

TIA, s 21.
EES, Volume 1, Chapter 9, page 9-25..
East West Link Assessment Committee (AC) [2014] PPV 76 (30 May 2014)
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"in a high intensity urban environment such as that to be encountered by the Project,
a more transparent, measured and structured approach to options identification and
discussion with the community would have resulted in a superior process and Project
outcome."

The Guidelines

360.

Section 10 of the EE Act states that the Minister may from time to time lay down
guidelines for or with respect to any matters she or he considers expedient to enable
the carrying out of the EE Act. The guidelines may include:
a. procedures to be followed by proponents;
b. matters which should be contained in a statement or supplementary statement;
and
c. any information or other matter she or he considers could be of assistance.

361.

The Guidelines are the most recent version of such guidelines pursuant to section 10.

362.

The Scoping Requirements note that43:

The content of the EES and related investigations is to be guided by this
document and the Ministerial Guidelines. The EES should also address any
other significant issues that may emerge during the investigations or stakeholder
engagement.

363.

The Guidelines again illustrate that the matters for consideration as environmental
effects are very broad.

364.

This is revealed by reference to the description of ‘what is the environment’?44:

It includes the physical, biological, heritage, cultural, social, health, safety and
economic aspects of human surroundings, including the wider ecological and
physical systems within which humans live.
43
44

Clause 4.2
Guidelines, 2.
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365.

Other relevant matters in the Guidelines are set out below:
a. The need for integrated assessment of potential environmental effects (including
economic and social effects) of a project and relevant alternatives45.
b. The Guidelines supplement the requirements of the EE Act by providing detail
about the administration of the EES process46.
c. It is expected that the Guidelines will be used by the public when considering an
EES and participating in a public review47.
d. The general objective of the assessment process is as set out above in paragraph
30148.
e. A specific objective is transparent assessment of potential environmental effects
of proposed projects, in the context of applicable legislation and policy49.
f.

A specific objective to provide public access to information regarding potential
environmental effects as well as fair opportunities for participation in assessment
processes by stakeholders and the public50.

g. The Guidelines incorporate specific principles of best practice – a system
approach, a risk-based approach, an integrated perspective, and consistency with
principles of ESD51.
h. The objectives of ESD include equity within and between generations and that
decision-making processes should effectively integrate both long-term and shortterm economic, environmental, social and equity considerations52.
i.

In determining the need for an EES, information about key locational, scale or
design alternatives already investigated, or to be considered as part of the
investigation of the project, ought be provided by the proponent to the Minister53.

45

Guidelines, 2..
Guidelines, 2..
47
Guidelines, 2.
48
Guidelines, 3.
49
Guidelines, 3.
50
Guidelines, 3.
51
Guidelines, 3.
52
Guidelines, 3.
53
Guidelines, 8.
46
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j.

Considerations for the Minister in deciding whether an EES is required include the
likelihood that the project is not consistent with applicable policy, and the
availability of project alternatives that may warrant investigation to assess
opportunities to avoid or minimise adverse environmental effects54.

k. Scoping requirements and EES documentation should be prepared in the context
of the principles of a system approach and proportionality to risk.

Such an

approach would enable potential interdependencies to be identified55.
l.

An EES should investigate and document the environmental effects of relevant
alternatives for a project.

Alternatives may be siting and layout alternatives,

design or process alternatives, scale where the magnitude of the project might be
varied, timing of project activities, and staging of the project development. A
description of the process of screening alternatives should be included in the EES
and where a feasible option provides a distinct opportunity for superior
environmental outcomes, this should be investigated and documented in the EES.
Detailed assessment of particular alternatives is necessary where alternatives
have the potential to deliver suitable social, environmental and economic
outcomes56.
366.

An EES will need to assess a project’s potential effects on existing land uses and
infrastructure that support current patterns of economic and social activity57.

367.

The extent to which the assessment of indirect effects is needed as part of the EES
will depend upon whether the effects are reasonably foreseeable, how strong is the
causal link or nexus, and whether the effects are capable of being accurately
assessed58;

368.

The Proponent is responsible for preparing an EES that adequately addresses the
matters in the scoping requirements and any other relevant issues. These matters

54

Guidelines, 10.
Guidelines, 14.
56
Guidelines, 15.
57
Guidelines, 17.
58
Guidelines, 18.
55
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need to be sufficiently investigated and clearly documented to enable informed
responses by the public and agencies. The EES should provide as full a statement
of the proponent’s case as possible.59
369.

The Guidelines set out when a Supplementary Statement may be needed60;

370.

Variations to projects in response to a Minister’s assessment are also addressed by
the Guidelines61.

371.

These matters are reinforced in the context of the Project by the Minister’s Reasons
for Order under section 3(1) of the EE Act dated 2 September 2015, where it was
stated:

The potential environmental effects can be rigorously assessed, including in the
context of the comparative effectiveness of feasible design, scheduling and
mitigation alternatives for planning and delivery of the project.

372.

The Guidelines are also endorsed by clause (iv) of the Order dated 23 December
2015 that concerns this Project made under section 3(1) of the EE Act which states
(underlining added):

The level of detail of investigation for the EES studies should be consistent with
the approach set out in the scoping requirements and be adequate to inform an
assessment of the significance and acceptability of the potential environmental
effects of the proposed works, in the context of the guidelines.

373.

The Guidelines make it clear that an EES “should investigate and document the
environmental effects of relevant alternatives for a project”62.

59

Guidelines, 21
Guidelines, 27.
61
Guidelines, 28.
62 Guidelines, 15.
60
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374.

Alternatives for a project may be63:
•

siting and layout alternatives, where some flexibility is available in terms of
site suitability and availability

•

design or process alternatives, where one of several approaches could
be applied

•

scale, where the magnitude of the project might be varied in response to
demand or constraint factors

•

timing of project activities

•

staging of project development, where construction, operational or other
factors might necessitate or provide an option for staged implementation.

[emphasis added]

375.

The Guidelines go on to state that64:

Where a feasible option provides a distinct opportunity for superior environmental
outcomes, this should be investigated and documented in the EES. Detailed
assessment of particular alternatives is necessary where alternatives have the
potential to deliver suitable social, environmental and economic outcomes.

[emphasis added]

376.

The Guidelines draw a distinction between alternatives to a project, as opposed to
alternatives for a project.

377.

The City accepts that this distinction means that while an EES is required to identify
and explain the rationale of a project, it is not the role of an EES to assess an
alternative project. An example would be a project that delivers a new rail link to the

63 Guidelines, 15.
64
Guidelines, 15.

63

city, or otherwise seeks to improve the transport capacity of the M1 corridor without
building a new tolled freeway.
378.

For example, the City accepts that the “eight potential alternative corridors” for the
Project identified at page 3-3 of the Main Report Volume 1 are clearly alternatives to
the Project, and not required to be assessed in detail by the EES.

379.

Equally, however, the EES identifies (but does not assess) numerous alternatives for
this Project.

380.

In addition to these, it is submitted that the most obvious, and significant, alternatives
for this Project are the various alternatives identified for the city connection.

Scoping Requirements

381.

The Scoping Requirements identify the Project as including, inter alia, “new
connections to the northwestern edge of the Melbourne CBD as show in Figure 1”.

382.

The Scoping Requirements note that the Minister’s Order specifies that the EES is to
document, inter alia, “investigations of potential environmental effects of the proposed
project, including the feasibility of design alternatives and associated environmental
mitigation and management levels …”65 [emphasis added]

383.

Relevantly, the Scoping Requirements also direct that:
a.

The EES main report should provide a “clear, succinct, objective and wellintegrated analysis of the potential effects of the proposed project and relevant
alternatives…”;66 and

b. “A description of relevant alternatives capable of substantially meeting the
project’s objectives that also offer environmental or other benefits (as well as the
basis for the choice if a preferred alternative is nominated)”; and
c. that the EES is to contain a section that describes the project in sufficient detail
both to allow an understanding of all relevant components (including any

65
66

Scoping Requirements, 4
Scoping Requirements, 10, emphasis added.
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alternatives), processes and development stages, and to enable assessment
of their environmental effects.67 [emphasis added]
384. The Scoping Requirements also include a specific section entitled "Relevant
Alternatives", which provides as follows:68

The EES should document the consideration of alternative routes and design
concepts and explain the selection processes for the preferred project presented
and evaluated through the EES. The EES should investigate and document
the likely environmental effects of relevant alternatives, particularly where
these offer a distinct potential for superior environmental outcomes and
are capable of meeting the objectives of the project. In the first instance, the
discussion of relevant alternatives should include:

•

An explanation of selection processes;

•

Identification and evaluation of design alternatives;

•

Relevant environmental considerations; and

•

Documentation of the basis for the proposed project.

Where appropriate, the assessment of environmental effects of relevant
alternatives is to address applicable matters set out in section 5 below.

The depth of investigation of alternatives should be proportionate to their
potential to meet project objectives or minimise potential adverse effects.

385.

As can be seen from the section emphasised above, the obligation to “investigate
and document the likely environmental effects of relevant alternatives” is not
restricted to only those alternatives that offer “a distinct potential for superior

67
68

Scoping Requirements, 10
Scoping Requirements, Part 4.4 at page 11
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environmental outcomes and are capable of meeting the objectives of the
project”. Rather, there is merely a particular obligation to assess alternatives that
fall into that category. By inference, those that offer “a distinct potential for superior
environmental outcomes and are capable of meeting the objectives of the
project” should receive particular, and more detailed, attention.
386.

Further, it is the EES that must document these matters, not something that sits
outside the EES. It is the purposes of the EES to carry out this task, not the purpose
of a subsequent public hearing.

387.

The intent of the Scoping Requirements is clear. Relevant alternatives are not to be
merely identified and their rejection recorded. On the contrary, relevant alternatives
are expected to be afforded the same level of rigorous and transparent analysis that
is demanded of the preferred form of the Project. The basis for the rejection of a
relevant alternative must be demonstrated, not merely stated.

388.

Further, all the material or evidence relied upon for the rejection of that relevant
alternative must be provided so that it too can be assessed, and that assessment can
be undertaken in a transparent and procedurally fair way.

389.

The EES fails to do this, and in this sense alone, it represents an inadequate
response to the Scoping Requirements.
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Appendix B - Glossary
Glossary
EE Act

Environment Effects Act 1978 (Vic)

EES

Environment Effects Statement, 29 May 2017

Eddington Report

Investing in Transport – East West Link Needs
Assessment, A study by Sir Rod Eddington.

ESD

ecologically sustainable development

EWL

East West Link

EWLNA

East West Link Needs Analysis

Guidelines

The Ministerial Guidelines for assessment of
environmental effects under the Environment Effects Act
1978

IAC

West Gate Tunnel Project Independent Advisory
Committee

IV Act

Infrastructure Victoria Act 2015 (Vic)

LPPF

Local Planning Policy Framework

MSS

Municipal Strategic Statement

PE Act

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic)

Scoping Requirements

Scoping Requirements for the Western Distributor
Project, April 2016

SPPF

State Planning Policy Framework

Transport Strategy 2012

Transport Strategy 2012 – Planning for Future Growth,
City of Melbourne

TIA

Transport Integration Act 2010 (Vic)

WDA

Western Distributor Authority

